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ABSTRACT 
In order to find the susceptibility of the Claisen rearrangement and next proton shift reaction of ally) aryl ether 
to the substiment effects in pan position, the kinetic and the:rmodynamie parameters are calculated at The 
33 LTP level using 6-3110.  basis set. The calculated activation energies for the rearrangements and proton 
shift reactions are around 3133 kcaUmol and 52.16 kcal/mol, nap.. 	lively. Negative values for the activation 
entropy confirm the concerted mechanign for the Claisen rearrangement and proton shift reaction. The 
Hammett p value of -1.3433 obtained in Claigen rearrangement. Negative Hammett p value indicate, that the 
electron donating groups slightly increase the rate of Claisen rearrangement. Positive Hammett p value (2.5132) 
for proton shift reaction indicates that electron withdrawing coups increase the rate of reaciion. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A typical organic reaction proceeds in a special 
mechanism. There maybe several proposed 
mechanisms for a typical organic reaction. 
Experimental methods have many instrumental 
limitations, such as trapping the intermediates or 
transition states (TSs) in confirming the 
mechanism that reactions proceed from it. 
Computational methods can make confining the 
mechanism easer, cheaper, and exacter. For 
example, the gas phase kinetics and the 
mechanism of two retro-chcletropic one reactions 
were studied by computational methods, therefore, 
the stepwise mechanism was rejected and the 
concerted mechanism was fully investigated [1]. 
Among the most efficient reactions in terms of 
atom economy are the [3, 3] sigmatropic shifts, 
that allow the formation of a C—C bond through 
the rearrangement of the molecule [2]. The [3,3] 
sigmatropic rearrangement of allyl vinyl ethers. 
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which allows the preparation of it& 
unsaturated carbonyl compounds, is worthy 
of study due to its special synthetic relevance 
as well as the large number of theoretical 
studies generated. This reaction, first 
reported by Ludwig Claisen in 1912, [3] was 
originally described as "the thermal 
isomerization of an allyl vinyl ether or of its 
nitrogen or sulfur containing analogue 
derivativessto afford a , bifunctionalized 
molecule in a 	+ er2s + Cs] process. 

The development of the aliphatic Claisen 
rearrangement was simultaneous with the 
study of the aromatic version of the reaction 
[4, 5,6]. Thus, in the Claisen rearrangement 
of an allyl aryl ether, the first [3, 33 step 
affords an ortho dienone which usually 
enolizes into an o-allylphenol. It is the 
reaction known as the ortho Claisen 
rearrangement (Scheme 1). 
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Scheme!. Claisen rearrangemin of ally! aryl ether and 1 3-proton shill of intermediate X921, NO2, CN, CHO, 

111 I 	1 
reaction. The Hammett e uatiOn is an of the 

P, CI, N1-12  NHC143, OH, 0013, CI-13. 

Table 1 Hammett substituent °aslant values Nj 

NO2  0.780 

CN 0.650 

CHO 0.450 

0.060 

CI 0.220 

127212  - 0.630 

NHCH3  - 0 840 

OH - 0.380 

OCH)  -0 280 

CH3  0.170 

In the present work we extended our 
studies to discover the effect of substituent in 
the rearrangement and 1S-proton shift 
reaction of ally] aryl ether by applying the 
Hammett equation. Eq. (1) shows the basic 
form of the Hammett equation [7]: 

log=4 pc 	 (I) 

in which kx  is the rate constant for a side 
chain reaction of a benzene derivative where 
a substituent is in pan or meta position with 
respect to the side chain and ki;  is the 
corresponding quantity for the unsubstituted 
compound; c is a Hammen substituent 
constant which in principle is characteristic 
of the substituent, and p is a reaction 
constant, which depends on the nature of the 

11! 	I  I 
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 
The 	structures corresponding • to the 
reactants, Ths, intermediates, and products 
(Scheme I) were optimffed, using the 
Gaussian 03 computational package [10] 
with DFT method. The optimized geometries 
of the stationary points on the potential 
energy surfaces (PES) were performed using 
the 13ecke's three-parameter Ifffirid exchange 
functional with the correlation functional of 
Lee, Yang, and Parr (B3LYP) [11,12] with 
the 6-31 IC basis set. To confirm the nature 
of the stationary species and' evaluate the 
activation energy bathers, : frequency 
calculations arc carried out. For minimum 
state structures, only real frequency values 
and for the transition states, only a single 
imaginary frequency value is accepted. The 
synchronous transit guided quasi-Newton 
(STQN) method [13] was used to locate the 
TSs. The activation energies, E, • and the 
Arrhenius factors were computed using Eqs. 
(2) and (3). respectively, which were derived 
from the transition state theory [14.15]; 
ErgAli(T)+RT 	 (2) 
A—(ekuT/h) exp(AS7TER) 	I I 	(3) 

Thermodynamic 	paraineters I  were 
calculated at 298.15 K and 1.0 atm 

important example of 'near • free energy 
relationships (LFERs), which widely used in 
studies of the chertical reactivity of 
substituted 	benzenes 	[8] 	Several 
compilations of the Hammett o-; and 
enhanced oi (cr") values [9] are tabulated in 
Table I. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Thermodynamic data are presented for ally! 
aryl ether to their corresponding 
intermediates (sigmatropic reaction), and for 
intermediates to corresponding ortho-
allylphenols (1,3-proton shift), with different 
substiment (Scheme I, Table 2). These are 
calculated at the B3LYP/6-3110" level, 
which include: sum of electronic and thermal 
enthalpies (H), sum of electronic and thermal 
Gibbs free energies (G), and entropies (S) for 
the ground state of reactants, products, 
intermediates and their corresponding 
IMMISItion states (TS). Using the above data, 

the equilibrium constants (Keg), Gibbs free 
energies (AC), enthalpies (A14.), and 
entropies (AS) of reactions fo both 
rearrangement and I,3-proton shift reaction 
are calculated and collected in Table 3. The 
activation energies (Er), rate constants (k), pre 

po e f al factors (A). enthalpies of 
activation (Ale), Gibbs activation free 
energies (PO, activation entropies (AS), nr 
(the position of the transition structure along 
the reaction coordinate), and log(lwrkil) for 
sigmatropic rearrangements and 1,3-proton 
shift reactions, are presented in Tables 4 and 5. 

Table .2. Calculated B3LYP/6-311G" therrnoMmanue dam for Claisen rearrangement and next proton shift 
reaction including: sum of electronic and thermal Gibbs free energies (0), sum of electronic and thermal 

enthalpies (H), and entropies (S) for the ground state of reactants (1),), products (P) intermediates (IM). and their 
corresponding transition states (TS1 and TS2) 

Substituent State 
marts* (Hartree) (carmol.K) 

It 424.144449 424 099781 94.012 
TS1 -424 088993 424 046494 89.446 
114 424 127028 424 081623 95.562 
TS2 424 045102 424,000720 93.410 

424 161432 424 117279 92.927 
It -628.704962 -628,653486 108.341 

TS I -628.648739 -628.599225 04.211 
NO; TM -628.683430 -628.630914 110 529 

TS2 -628.604420 -628.553326 107.536 
-629.722172 -628.671414 06.830 

It -516.414913 -516.365942 103.069 
TS! -516359004 -516 311848 99.249 

CN IM -516.393469 -516.343615 104.926 
TS2 -516.314180 -516.265267 102,945 

-516.432037 -516,383637 101.867 
-537.494920 -537.445442 104,135 

TS1 -537,439466 -537.391952 100.002 
CHO 1M -537.475974 -537.425604 106,011 

TS2 -537.396362 -53 7 347134 103.609 
-537.511842 -537.462994 102.810 
-523416821 -523.369989 98 565 

FS! -523362086 -523 317417 94 015 
114 -523399361 -523 351769 100.166 
TS2 -523.315284 -523,268783 97 869 

-523.433706 -523.387443 97.369 
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'I able 2. Continued... 

Subsdtuent State G 
(Haat) 

H 
mai-tree) 

S 	q 
(caYmol.K) : II 

R -883.777636 -883329594 101.114 • 

TS1 -883.722605 -883.676571 96.872 : 
CI MI -883.759367 -883.710532 102.782 

TSE -883.676554 -883 6E8707 100.703 

P -883.794519 -883 747096 99310 	. 

R 479 499842 -479.451814 101.084 iir 
TS1 -479447232 -479.401320 96.630 I 	h 

NH2  MI 479.483971 479 435389 101248 
TSE -479 398025 -479350359 100.322 

P 479.516427 479A68966 99.889 
R -518 788849 -518.737429 108223 

TS1 -518337738 -518688138 104.182 
NEIGH) M4 -518774855 -513322923 109 300 I! 

TS2 -518.687727 -51 8 636981 106 804 
P -518305341 -513.754517 106.969 

R 499 38E736 499335114 99998 
TS 1 499329468 499.284262 95..144 

OH DA 499.367419 499.319381 101.104 
TSE 499 231683 -499.234550 99.200 

P -19939928.3 499352299 98 886 	II 
R -538.666838 -538.616011 106.9/4 ' 

TS! -538.614446 -533.565839 102.302 
00-13  M4 -538.653173 -538.601806 108.112 

192 -533566712 -538.516402 105 836 
P -538.683275 -538.633010 105.792 
R 463447386 -463 397660 104 659 1 

TS! 463391771 463.3453E4 97357 ' 
CH Mf 463.430263 -463 381163 103.339 I' 

T52 463.346738 463.298407 101.72.2 
P -463.463962 463.414957 103 140 

Kinetic and thermodynamic study 
Calculations show that the humatropic the Gibbs free energy.  is very small and the 
rearrangements with various substituents are entropy term and TAS value can be neglected 
endothermic (AH >0) and the global for the equilibria constant. Thus; the enthalpic 
rearrangement process is not spontaneous term is dominant in the determination of the 
(AG >0), on.  the other hand the proton shift equilibrium constant. From Tables 4 and 5 we 
reactions with.  all studied substituents are can .see that the calculated Gibbs free energy 
exothermic (41160) and the global proton shift bamers for the sigmatropic rearrangements 
reactions are spontaneous (AG <0). Our and proton shift reactions with various 
calculated AG 	for the sigmatropic substituents are on average 34.08 kcal/mol and 
rearrangements and proton shift reactions are 52.22 kcal/mol, respectively, which are very 
very similar to their numerically calculated similar to the calculated enthalpy barriers. 
values of Ali (Table 3). As we can see from Act to 	e pies fo th rearm g ents d 
Table 3, the calculated entropy values are proton shift macdons are around 33.33 
generally small (absolute values of AS' are less kcal/mol and 52.16 kcal/mol, respectively. The 
than 2.2 cal/mol.K for the rearrangements and normal range for the experimental activation 
3.7 calffnol.K for the proton shift reactions). energies of Claisen rearrangement with methyl 
These results indicate that the entropy effect on substituent in para position is about 36.08 

kcal/mol [I]. 
186 	
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Table 3.Changes of theme! Gibbs free energies (AM, thennal enthalpies (1811.), entropies (AS), and 
equilibrium constants (1,4 Calculated at B3LYP/6-3110.  level of theory for Claisen rearrangement and next 

proton shift reaction 

Sulasnmeat 

Reamengemcnt Proton shift 
46 

(1‘661/mol) 
Alf 

(kcal/moll 
NS 

(666=1 K) Ng 
6G 

(ccemol) 
Aft 

0,88umet) 
aS 

(callaboi.re) 18e. 
10.931 11.394 I .550 9 67710 6.7 i4810' 

NO2  13 511 14.164 1 2A3•10" 
6.290'1017  

CN 13456 14.010 57 -24201 5.5288  I 18" 
CHO 11.888 816 1 923'10 ° J 185810 

10.956 11.433 601 -21 551 .22385 83.187*ioe  
CI 11.961 668 3 94110 -22 058 I 482.707  

10 306 164 4 9986104  8 528'1014  
NEICH]  878' 077 3.649'10 -19 825 1 057610j 

OH •106 8 987'10 -2 218 4.555'1013  
8.574 1913 138 5171'0 10 -19 550 1.046']O" 

CH, 0.352 320 -0199 3 iei ,Hoe 

T Ole 4.Activation parameter8. position of the transition structures and log(ke,18.), calculated at the B3LYP/6- 
31.1.0" level of theory for Claisen rearrengement 

Subs8cuen 
Ac 	 61-Ic 	 E. 03. 	 leeA 	 194046W 06621/6161) 	11:01./me 	 (keel/mull 	 1°) 

II 34.799 	33.438 	4566 	0 593 1 910110 2  
NOz 35/80 	34 049 	 0 618 324 	8 414110 9 	-0352 
CN 35.083 	33.944 	 0.618 	34536 .392 	1 15311065  41 20$ 

CEO 34.791 	33 565 	 0 603 	34.157 323 
34.344 	32.989 	.4550 	0.594 	33.581 231 	4 099410 9  

Cl 34532 	33.268 	 0 599 	32864 0 195 
NH: 33.1113 	31.685 	 5fl8 	32 277 

32.072 	30.867 	 0.579 	31 460 
alt 33.426 	31.979 	4 854 	0.583 	31.571 .166 	1 959419 9  

°CHI 32 876 	31.483 	-4 672 	0.574 	32.075 205 	4 90516 19 	14119 
Cu' 34 898 	32 841 	 0 590 	33 433 717 	1 614 410 9  

I bl 5.Activation parameters, position of die transition structues and log(keilcn), c culated at the B3LYP/6- 
311G 	level of theory for proton shift reaction 

Subs8tuent AG 	Ali 	eS 	 Es 	 k nT 	 10gA 	 log icxekii) (kcal/mol) 	(kenemol) 	(cal/mol.K) 	 (kcarrnol) 	 (SI) 
SI .40 	50.767 	 51.359 	12.756 	1.27090 u• 	0 000 

NO2 49.579 	48.687 	 49 279 	12.572 	2 7894  le 	1.341 
CN 49.754 	49 164 	 0.402 	49 756 	12.794 	2.075 	I 0 	1.213 

CHO 49.957 	49240 	 0 408 	49.833 	12.701 	1.474' l0 	1.064 
52.759 	52 074 	 0 415 	52.666 	12.724 	1.3011106  

Cl 51.965 	 0 412 	51.938 	11772 	4.9651106T 	-11407 
NB2  53.931 	53.357 	 53.949 	12.805 

j4EICB3  54.673 	53.929 	 54.521 	12.681 	5.13990-28 	-2.392 
OH 53.800 	53.232 	 53.824 	12 810 	2.245'10j7  

OCH3  54.255 	53.591 	 0.425 	54 184 	12 740 	1.04190-7 	-2.086 
CH]. 52.412 	51.930 	 0.416 	52.522 	12 871 	j 335*10616 -o 735 
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Position of the transition structures 
Hammond's postulate can be interpreted in 
terms of the position of the transition 
structure along the reaction coordinate, nt. 
(Eq.4) as defined by Agmon [16]: 

1  
n(4) 

	

' 	2 —CAC:VAG/a 

According to this equation, the position of 
the transition state along the reaction 
coordinate is determined solely by AG: (a 
thermodynamic quantity) and AG*  (a kinetic 
quantity). According to Table 4, the values 
of nt for the Claisen rearrangement with 
various substutuent are >0.5 but for the 
proton shift reaction with various 
substutuents these values are <0.5. The 
magnitudes of nt, that indicate the degree of 
similarity between the transition structure 
and the product, for the rearrangement with 
electron withdraw substituent are greater 
than with electron donor substituent but for 
the proton shift reaction this conclusion is 
reversed. This sequence implies that among 
the transition structures, those in the 
rearrangement have the largest similarity to 
the product and in the proton shift reaction 
have the smaller resemblance to the product. 

Hammett study 
Plots of log(kx/Ica) (Tables 4 and 5) vs. 
Hammett substituent constant for the 
rearran ement and proton shift reactions are 
shown in Figs. 1-2. The results of a linear 
regression for log(kaffia) versus Hammett a 
constant for the rearrangement and proton 
sh ft reaction are given in Eqs. 5 and 6: 

k 

( 

	

lug 	X 	 -I 3133 	+0A935 R- 
) 

.0.771A (5 
k
JR 	: 	

LTP 

kg 

The Hammett p value of -1.34 2 (Fig.') 
is obt ined for Claisen rearrangement and 
the correlation coefficient between og(kx/ka) 
and a is 0.7728 (Fig.2). Neg:Otive Hammett 
p value indicates that the eledtron donating 
groups moderately increase the rate of 
Claisen rearrangement. Positive Hammett p 
value (2.5132) for proton shift reaction 
indicates that the electron withdrawing 
groups increase the rate of reaction. 

CONCLUSION 
DFT calculations portray a clear picture of 
electronic effect on allyl aryl ether 
rearrangement and its next step (proton shift 
reaction).The agreement between the 
numerical values of log(kx/ku) and Hammett 
substituent constant were excellent and Eqs. 
5 and 6 describe these relationships. 
Negative Hammett p value for Claisen 
rearrangement indicates that the electron 
donating groups moderately increase the rate 
of the reaction; on the other hand positive 
value indicates that the elector( withdrawing 
groups increase the proton shift reaction rate. 
Considerable deviation of the correlation 
factor from 1 indicates ' that the: stone 
parameters could be important iii these 
reactions. 
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Regression plot between log(lexicH) and lierrunett substituent constant at the para position () for the 
Claisen rearramgement. 

2 
y = 25132x - 05673 

Rz  0.8911 

Fig.2. Regression plot between log(kx/kE ,) and Hammett substituent constant at the para position .(q,) for the 
proton shift reactor. 
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